Mosaic House Number
Garden Stake
Recycle vintage plates into fun yard art
with pre-cut mosaic tiles and a little
imagination!
Original design by Delphi artist Julie Haan

Materials:
Two 12” Dinner Plates
#426293 3/4” Emerald Green Tile Mix
#426302 3/4” Blue Iridized Tiles
#425129 3/8” Dark Brown Glass Tiles
#425582 Bone Sanded Grout, 2 lb.
#5690 Silicone Adhesive
#40220 Scroll Garden Stake
#S200 Solid White Opal glass - Medium (or coordinating color to match plates)
Carbon Paper
Pencil

Instructions:
1. Trace numbers onto one plate with carbon paper and pencil.
2. Using silicone adhesive attach 3/8” dark brown tiles to outline numbers.
3. Attach a row of 3/4” blue iridized tiles with iridized side down to the inside rim of the plate.
Note: We used the non-iridized side of tiles to create texture.
4. Fill in around the numbers with blue iridized tiles nipped into quarters. Again with iridized side down.
5. Add a row of 3/8” dark brown tiles above and below numbers
6. Attach a row of 3/4” emerald green tiles next to blue iridized tiles with smooth side up and approximately
1/8” spacing in between.
7. Nip 3/8” dark brown tiles in half. Place between each emerald green tile.
8. Place a 3/8” dark brown tile at the top of each emerald green tile to complete the pattern.
9. Let adhesive dry for 24 hours then grout up to the green rim.
10. Cut white opal glass to fit garden stake insert. Mount with silicone adhesive. Let dry.
11. Repeat steps 2-9 with second 12” plate following pattern on plate two.

Mounting:
1. On the back of the mosaic plate run a bead of silicone adhesive along the foot of plate. Mount against
center of solid white opal glass in frame of garden stake. Allow to set before mounting second plate to
opposite side of solid white opal in garden stake. Let dry a minimum of 24 hours before standing.
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Plate 2

